In this paper we present a Kakutani type theorem that is equivalent to the BorsukUlam theorem for manifolds.
For a set S denote by 2
S the set of all subsets of S, including the empty set and S itself. Let X and Y be topological spaces. Say that F : X → 2 Y is a set-valued function on X with a closed graph if graph(F ) = {(x, y) ∈ X × Y : y ∈ F (x)} is a closed as a subset of X × Y .
The Kakutani fixed point theorem [1] states: Let S be a non-empty, compact and convex subset of R d . Let F : S → 2 S be a set-valued function on S with a closed graph and the property that F (x) is non-empty and convex for all x ∈ S. Then there is y ∈ S such that y ∈ F (y). (The point y is called a fixed point.)
In our paper [2] we extended the Borsuk-Ulam theorem for manifolds. Let M be a compact PL (piece-wise linear) d-dimensional manifold without boundary with a free simplicial involution A : M → M , i. e. Since M is compact the sequences
, may, after possibly renumbering them, be assumed to converge to points x 0 , t k and y k , k = 0, 1, . . . , d respectively.
Finally, since the set-valued function F has closed graph, y k ∈ F (x 0 ), k = 0, 1, . . . , d. Since F takes convex values, F (x 0 ) is convex and so 0 ∈ R d , being a convex combination of the y k is in F (x 0 ). Thus x 0 is the required point in M . ThenF (A(x)) = −F (x). Thus, the theorem forF yields this corollary.
